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.SGA Proposes Swim Complex
by Melissa A. Green
news editor
Blanche Touhill, interim chancellor, and Lowe "Sandy" McLean,
vice chancellor for Student Affairs,
proposed a new swimming and diving
complex during the Feb. 17 Student
Government Association meeting.
The complex will be added to
Mark Twain for use during the 1994
Olympic Festival. It will be situated
where the tennis courts stand now.
The complex will consist of three
pools: an outdoor pool, a waveless lap
pool, and a diving pool. The diving
pool has special dimensions with
seven feet at both ends and nine feet in
the middle.
UM-St Louis was chosen as the
site for the pool due to its neutral
location within the city and county.
AND THE WINNER IS: Interim Chancellor Blanche Touhill presents the Anderson Medal Award to the The pool would be fmanced by a tax
UM-St. LouiS community for its work with Partnerships for Progress. (photo by Nicole'v1enke)
initiative of the city and county voters. The taxes would be presented in

Senate

•...~ClJrsieS l~.
1\T.ew Chancellor a Sunset clause, divid.ed in,? seven
-_ --parts. The seven parts will be disbursed

by Max M.ontgomery

llisociate news editor
Funds fer higher education, and
an update on the search for a new
chancellor were of high-priority topics for the University Senate at its
Feb. 13 meeting.
During the beginning of the meeting, Lawrence Friedman, Senate
Chair, jnformed the assembly that
one of the candidates for the chanceller position, Thomas George of the
State University of New York at
Buffalo, has already visited the campus and gone through the interviewing process. Furthermore, UM-St
Louis Interim Chancellor Blanche
Touhill is going through the process

State University, and that Hefner exthis week.
After "Friedman announced that preSsed appreciation for Magrnm's
the third candidate, James Hefner, confidence and the kindness. of the
president of Jackson State Univ., search committee. The search will be
Jackson Miss., would be on campus continued between Touhill and
to be interviewed next week, a mes- George as to which one will be chansage was given to Friedman about cellor of UM-St Louis.
Interim Chancellor Touhill anHefner that he relayed to the Senate
nounced the retirement of Edwin H.
assembly.
"James Hefner, president of Jack- Fedder, director of the Center for Inson State University, has asked that ternational Studies in her report She
his name be withdrawn from the fi- said Joel N. Glassman, associate pronalists for the position of chancellor fessor of political science, will be
of the University of Missouri-St acting as director until a new direclor
Louis, " Friedman said.
is found.
Touhill then presented to the asFriedman said that in a brief letter
to C. Peter Magrath, president of the sembly the Anderson Medal Award,
UM-System, Hefner indicated that he
is a finalist for a position at Tennessee
See SENA TE, page 8

into four parts for the county, two
parts for the city, and one part for
UM~Sl

Louis.

McLean suggested a potent:ia.l way
that UM-St Louis would fund its
share of the costs. He proposed raising the student facilities fee by an
additional $1-$150 per credit hour.
The increase will raise approximatel y
$220,000 to $340,000 per year.
The cost of building the complex
will run from $8 million to $20 million.
The cost of maintaining the building and pools will be $500-$600 thousand a year. TIle money raised from
the fees will help with these costs. All
students paying the fee will have unlimited access to the outdoor pool,
and access to the other pools during
supervised hours.

IIWe are not prepared to spend state
resources unless the
city/county tax measure passed gives
UM-St. Louis the
pools in a free way"
-Blanche Touhill
"This is an opportunity that UMS1. Louis can ill-afford to not take
up," said Steve Bushold, Evening
Council representative.
After the Festival is done, additional money for support of the pool
will be raised through a Wellness
program. Touhill stated that the university is estimating $65,000 will be
produced by memberships to the
pools, and renting out the pools to
groups .
Touhill and McLean presented the
idea to the assembly to determine
their response to the offer by the
Olympic Festival committee.
"We are nC't prepared to spend
state resources unless the city/county
tax measure passed gives UM-St
Louis the pools in a free way," Touhill
said.
Touhill said that as part of the
proposal, the Festival committee will
pay for rebuilding the tennis courts
and the missing parking spots taken
when the building is constructed.
Also discussed in the meeting
were the requirements for incoming
freshman in 1991. AtanInterCampus
conference in Columbia,with UMColumbia, UM-Rolla and UM-St.
Louis, admissions standards were
discussed. The standards were raised
with UM-Rolla and UM-Columbia
receiving the top one-third of the stu-

Student Court Releases Frozen Funds
by Max Montgomery
associate news editor
The Student Court overturned the
Student Government Association's
decision to freeze the budgets of student organizations that failed to have
representation at three or more meetings.
SGAhad previously sent letters to
the organizations that were missing
meetings, warning them of the consequences they could face.
Jeff Edwards, Student Court Justice, said that the court overturned
SGA's decision after some organizations fJJed grievances and the matter
was investigated.
"The constitution that they went
by, to suspend the funds, hadn't been
approved at the first or second meeting like it was supposed to have been,
therefor they really couldn 'L do this,"
Edwards said.
The reversal of the decision became official when AllaPruzhansky,
SGA president, read a letter from the

I think they made a
very poor judgement.
There should have
been better communication between the different organizations
before they would be
subjected to that kind
of penalty.
-Martin Rochester
Student Court, to the assembly on
Feb. 17.
"After taking an informational
poll, I found out that the majority of
students at that meeting felt it was in
everyone's best interest to freeze the
funds," said Pruzhansky 'That's why
I went through with it"
Edwards also said that he thinks
Pruzhansky was more or less wanting
to make a point to everyone that they
needed to start attending the meetings.
Pruzhansky said that the Court's
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decision is fine with her. "I have no
problem with that whatsoever," she
said.
"I don't think: AlIa is really all that
upset I think: it was more intended for
people to wake up," he said.
The process was not a trial.
Edwards said that the court made it's
decision informally.
"We didn't want to go through
every different case. We felt that we
would rule the same on every one,"
said Edwards. "We looked at the facts
given. We really didn't have to look
that far to see that they really couldn't
use those bylaws to do anything to
anybody."
Midwest Model United Nations
is one of the organizations that had
their funds frozen.
UM-St Louis Political Science
Professor Martin Rochester, of that
organization, said he can understand
the Sllldent leaders' frustration about
organizations not actively participating in. the meetings but he was outraged at the way SGA went about
"sanctioning."
"I think: they made very poor
judgement. There should have been
better communication between the
different organizations before they
would be subjected to that kind of
penalty," Rochester said.
. Rochester said that when he found
out about his organization's funds
being frozen, he spoke to Pruzhansky,
Edwards, Vice Chancellor for SlUdent Affairs Lowe "Sandy" MacLean,
and Vice-Chancellor for Administra-

See FUNDS, page 8

dents in Missouri and UM-St. Louis
receiving students in the top one-half.
UM-St. Louis representatives at the
conference were not supportive of the
plan and made their opinions known.
The incoming freshmen will have
stringent requirement for en trance into
this university.
Later in the meeting, student Representative Lo the Board of Curators
Paul Matteucci discussed the 12 percent tuilion increase effective in the
fall. He also added that a curator wants
to add another increase during the
winter semester.
"My concern is that out of all the
money from the increases, none is
going toward need-based financial
aide," said Matteucci. "It is the state's
responsibility, but the state has yet to
live up to their responsibilities, and
never will."
Matteucci said that the increase
will be set and no t be ever-increasing.
In administrative business, a petition was sent around to impeach SG A
Chair Rick Jenkins for his failure to
attend a number of meetings. Signatures from 52 embers are needed to
impeach the chair. The petition has 46
signatures. The petition was flISt circulated during the Feb. 17 meeting.
Later, Administrative Committee
Chair La Donia Payne began presenting the proposed changes to the Constitution. The discussion was limited
to 20 minutes, and any additional
changes can be submitted to Payne
before the next meeting.
SGA Vice-President Mark Grimes
armounCed the annual Legsilator Day
for United States Student Association
will be Dn March 18. Those attending
will be able to hear Congress in session.
Grimes also announced thaL the

See SGA, page 8

Young Blacks
Receive Harsh
Care
by Robin Mayo
Current staff

phoh:e

: light Rail construction workers severeduniv9rSjty
Tuesday, Feb: 19 at 2:30 p:m., Interrupting pho~e s e·rVicil ·tn .
Blue· Metal Office Building and' parts of . the ...
Building. Ser:viceWas restored
Wednesday

A UM-St. Louis Administration
of Justice Department professor said
thal a study shows Missouri black .
youths are mistreated by police more
than white youths.
Robert L. Bing, III said that the
studies have found the risk of apprehension is higher for minorities than
for whiles, even when both groups
report similar involvement
"Many offices have reported that
relative to their white counterpart,
blacks receive harsher treatment by
police," he said.
Bing, Scott H. Decker, chairperson of the AOJ Department, and
Kimberly Kempf, an AOJ assistant
professor, discussed" An Analysis of
Apparent Disparities In Handling of
Black Youth Within Missouri's Juvenile Justice Systems," on Feb. 14.
The authors of this particular
study go on to suggest that this disproportionately may be related to the
finding that black juveniles are more
inclined to admit their v,'fongdoing to
the police officer," Bing said.
Bing said this admission was for
the more serious offenses.
Bing went on to say other studies

on

. p.m.Uriiversity offiCials reactedto the ..
.• the affecte d departments
, . . . ..,".A·....
....

",

See YOUTHS, page 8
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HELP WANTED
GET YOUR DREAM JOBS NOW!
100's of addressltei. Is of JOBS
OPEN IN PARADISE. Calif/Flai
Nat!. Pks!Crulse/Rafting.for Spring!
summerHAVEAPAIDVACATION.
CALL 1-900-226-2644 $3fmin . .
EARN $5000- $10,000 Now hiring
managers and painters, limited opportunity. Part time now, full time
this summer. STUDENT PAINTERS INC. Call today 567-0606.
Make friends, earn great pay, gain
valuable on-the-job experience and
be a part of Cardinal baseball and
other exciting events at Busch Stadium. Employment opportunities
are available now forthe 1991 season . To apply, or for more information, stop by Busch Stadium, Gate
7, any Thursday 4-7 p.m. or Saturday 9 am. - 1 p.m. in February.
Complimentary parking in Stadium
Garage East - present parking ticket
at stadium. Equal Opportunity Employers MIF.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer!
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
!TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEl.
Excellent pay plus FREE traveL Caribbean .

NEED EXTRA INCOME ..,
III.,. FOR 1991?
Earn $500· $11XXl_1y SluIfin;l enve<JjJes. For details
. Rush $UXl with SASE 10:
OIH Group Inc.
1019 U:. Shefwood • .orlando, Fl32818

Hawaii. Bahamas. Soulh Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable .

1-206-736-7000. Ext. SOON 1

F

A

S

FOR RENT
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U
repair) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Your area (1) 805-9628000 Ext. GH-2166 for current repo
list.

T

FUND RAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus

1 Bedroom apartment flat. No stove or
refrigerator. (6000 Block of Emma)
available for Immediate occupancy.
Gross income must be at least $650 a
month. $2101$210 deposit. Call 7414302 after 6:00 p.m.

a chance at $5000 more!

This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

FOR SALE
Help! Bought a PS/2. Can't use alrline
certificates. Must sell or trade two cer-

THURSDAY, FEB. 21
THE FUTURE OF EUROPE: Shirley Williams, Professor of the Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University, will speak on the future of the
European community. The lecture will be held in Room 331 of the Social
Science and Business Building from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Ms. Williams was
a co-founder of England's Social Democratic Party and its president from
1982-88.
ATIACKON BLACK LEADERSHIP: There will be a panel discuss ion
concerning the issue "Anack on Black Leadership". The session will take
place in Room 126 of the J.C. Penney Building from 7:30-9:30 p.m .
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND THE LAW: The Women's Center will sfXlnsor
a film and discussion on the legal aspects of domestic violence . Mary Sue
Guenther of Advocate Services for Abused Women will show a twenty
minute video and lead a discussion from 12:30-1 :30 p.m. in Room 211 of
Clark Hall.

FRIDAY, FEB. 22
ANALYZING MR. CLEAN: The Facilities Management program is sfXlnsoring a two-session course reviewing the comfXlsition and use of disinfectants, detergents, and floor care products. Chemical controls will meet from
9 a.m .-5 p.m. on Friday and Saturday on campus . The fee for the program
is $65.

211991

tificates to a Full time student, staff, or
faculty member. Will separate my loss
is your Gainl This is legit! Neal 2633520 or 644-4030.

MISCELLANEOUS
Learn to fly and have a really fun time
doing It. This might prove to be the
most interesting and exciting learning
you may ever undertake. I'm a commercial pilot and flight instructor. I offer
U.M.S.L. students a really good discount. Call me for some free information or schedule a first flight. Steve
Christiansen 441-6666.
Alpha Phi Omega, the National cooed
service fraternity, is now accepting new
members. For more information please
call Rhonda at 837-1162.
Save thousands on your educationl
Just because you want to study you
are eligible for Scholarships and Grants
regardless of your grades and income.
Have any questions? Call our experts
for Free information (314) 569-0933

CAMPUS RAPE: The Women's Center will show a documentary style film
discussing rape on campus. The film is hosted by L.A. Law stars, Susan Dey
and Corbin Bernsen and will be presented from 1-1 :30 p.m. in Room 211 Clark
Hall.

MONDAY, FEB. 25
MONDA Y NOON SERIES: The role of Asian Americans in achieving modern
America's cultural diversity will be discussed byfeatured speaker, Ron Takaki,
professor of ethnic studies at the University of Calrtornia-Berkeley. The
program will be presented at noon in Room 229 of the J.C. Penney Building .
For more information, contact Sally Fitzgerald at 553-5180.
BLACK MAN'S THINK TANK I: A discussion will be held from 7-9 p.m . in
Room 254 of the University Center presenting "Black Man's Think Tank I". For
more information, contact Gail Rucker at 553-5666.
ASPECTS OF MALAYSIAN CULTURE: Ainon Zarina, a UM-St. Louis student and Secretary of the Malaysian Student Association, will present a video
and discussion on the characteristics of the Malaysian Culture. The presentation will be held from 7-8 p.m. in
Room 211 Clark Hall.
A NOTE TO VOTE: Voter registration will be held from 10 a.m .-2 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday in the Univershy Center Lobby. This opportunity is
available to those registering in the St. Louis City and County and is sponsored
by the Social Work Student Association.

College Financing Institute.
Join us for a Panama City beach
party! Your Spring Break party week
package includes: 8 days! 7 nights
beachfront lodging in the heart of the
action. Daily action-packed pool parties, activities, contests, and discounts.
All taxes, tips and service charges
Induded. Prices start at $115 per person. Call Kim or Mike af 1-800-5583002.
FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
Every student Is Eligible for Financial
Aid call or Write for free information.
COLLEGE RESEARCH SERVICE
10841 Tesson Ferry Road St Louis,
MO 63123 849-2018.

PERSONALS
Lisa: I saw you had an excellent game
Sat. night against MO Southern. Let's
have another one at home Sat. night
against Washburn. See you there as

you have another outstandlng game.
Steven
Poopsie, were you as sore as I was?
You've really got to getyourfingemails
trimmed. Teddie
ASS- Project D is accomplished so
what do I do now? How's DuckY? Jay
call you lately? Don't worry my mouth
is sealed. In the immortal words of
ASJ: To embarass one Is to embarass
all. Love C.C.
Riverwomen: Good luck in your game
Saturday night againstWashbum. Let's
win it! Your favorite fan, Steven
Muffi dearest, My life is in shambles.
The beamer is in the shop, Mummy is
screamng about a broken nall, my
credit cards are to the limt, and the
club dues are late. Help mel Chipster
Laura ZTA, don't be so choosey I
wasn't. P.S. you guessed wrong.

TUESDAY, FEB. 26
SCIENCE CAREER DAY: The Biology Club is sponsoring a day filled with
a series of twenty minute talks, each followed by a ten minute question and
answer period. The talks will be given to familiarize science and non-science
majors with careers in these fields. They will be held in Room 102 Benton
Hall from 12:45 to 3 :15 p.m. All students and faculty are invited.
HOPE AFTER ADDICTION: Patty Rnley, of Hopeline Recovery, will examine life for wom\'ln who choose to recover from relationship or chemical
addiction . This discussion will be held from 7-8 p .m. in Room 211 Clark Hall.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27
ITS NOT HATE,ITS PAIN: The University Program Board will sponsors
discussion led by Ronald J. Henry focusing on race relations
and black contribution. The presentation will be held from 1 :30-3:30 p.m. in
the University Center Lounge.
BLACK MAN'S THINK TANK II: A second discussion featuring "Black
Man's Th ink Tank II," will be given from 7-9 p.m. in Room 72 of the J.C.
Penney Building. For more information, call Gail Rucker at 553-5666.
TEEN SUICIDE: Mary Jo Sutton of Hyland Center will examine signs and
symptoms of suicidal teens and how parents can seek intervention. She will
speak from noon-1 p.m. at the Women's Center in Room 211 Clark Hall.
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Heard a juicy story
about something on
campus lately?

Call the
Current
__•

.
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4 V , : t e r the Air Force
~ immediately alter' graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benelits as an Air
Force nurse olficer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
Qualify for a live-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423~USAF

Some things don't
go out of style

COMING SOON ...

"I EARI MDRE
HAl MDIEY ITUPI~
I EARNRESPECt"

T.G.I.F
THANK GOODNESS IT'S FRIDAY
SERIES
SPOSORED BY
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
FRIDAY FEB. 22-COMEDY NITE
FRIDAY MAR. 22-CARNIVAL NITE
FRIDAY APR. 26-TO BE ANNOUNCED
ALL EVENTS BEGIN AT 7 PM
LOCATIONS WILL BE ADVERTISED
LOOK FOR OUR ADS!!!

Introducing
Family Planning Inc,
WomeQ's Healtb Ca;e Clillic
III Two CODvelIient l()(atio~
4024 WOO<1son Road
St. LQuia. MO 631>4
4274331
~.--~~------~

5621 Delmar,Suite 108 .

Graduating soon?
Looking for a .career?

Need ajob?

· SI. Louis, MO 63112

...

361·2880

Visit

Services Offered

Career Place;rnent Services

Birth Control & Fa.mily

Plan.!l1nli: Information
>Ie

Affordable Sen-i'H
Medicaid Acc~pted

*

COIIVl:niCilt EvtQw, and

..

Saturday Hours
...

Low COil Pre· SttriluauoQ
EdUClltiUD

Ii. El:l&m

Call For An Appointment

III Touch With Your Future

308 Woods
553-5111

Major corporations will be interviewing
on-campus throughout the semester.

Openings exist at the UPS Earth
City building and the Jefferson Ave.
building (at Highway 40). For more
information, or to apply for an interview call 553-5317 or visit 346 Woods
Hall (S.T.E.P. office). We are an equal
opportunity employer

"When you do a good
job at UPS you get noticed.
I even got promoted. Not
bad for only worldng parttime and still carrying a
full ·class load. I like being
a success.
"I like going to the
bank, too. When I started at
UPS I made almost $10,000
a year working about four
hours a day, five days a
week. And then along came
my promotion- and a nice
raise. I've worked before, .
but no other company ever
treated me like this. Most
students work in Operations.
But they do get openings
in Accounting, Industrial
Engineering, LS. and
Customer Service.
They're all great jobs.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US ..

:UPS DELIVERS EDUCATIOII

EDITORIALS
February 21,1991
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Technically Speaking...
You can't get something for nothing, or so the
saying goes. But 41 organizations got something for
nothing when their funds were given back on a
convenient technicality.
What was the technicality? Student Court alleged
that the Student Government Association faned to reenact it's bylaws at the beginning of the winter
semester. Therefore, the bylaw which would freeze
organization's funds that failed to send representatives to three SGA meetings, is null and void.
Neither Robert's Rules Of Order nor the present
Student GovernmentAssociation's constitution makes
reference to the necessity of re-enacting bylaws at any
time.
Section 1\vo, Article VII of the acting constitution
does give Student Court the authority to rule on
matters of grievance between individual students and
groups of students, as well as to interpret the
II association's constitution and bylaws when so re. quested by a member of the association.
, Student Court could have exercised its power to
rule on the grievances. Instead of reviewing individual cases, ChiefJustice J effEdwards and the other
justices made a blanket decision reversing the freezing of funds for every organization affected, not just
the ones grieving.
Student Court could not have interpreted the constitution because there weren't any references to reenacting the bylaws every year.
Being ignorant of SGA's constitution or Robert's
Rules of Order should make students wary of the
competency of the court justices. One must also
wonder why the court gave funds back to organizations that did not care enough to me a grievance.
U's a shame that the fIrst strong stand SGA has
taken this year could be so easily overturned Just
because a group of whiners got on a few people's
backs.What is point of having bylaws, or even a
constitution, if the laws are are going to be overturned
anytime somebody whines.
SGA President, Alla Pruzhansky, failed to stand
behind the assembly's decision when she commented
that organizations had learned a lesson and there
'snoUldn'{-15efiiture- proD ems' wfth attendance at
meetings. Since when have scare tactics been an
accepted management skill?

LETTERS POLICY
The Current welcomes lettters to the editor. The writer's
student number and phone number must accompany all letters.
Non-students must also include their phone numbers. Letters
should be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages.
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name
can be withheld by request.
The Current reserves the right to edit all letters for space and
style.
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of letters.
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President's Day Gets Minimal Campus Respect
birthday, why can't I have one for

LOCKER ROOM

by Melissa A. Green
news editor
Monday was a day of celebration
and remembrance of two great men.
George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln were two of this country's
presidents. Washington shaped the
history of this country through his
leade~hip as the first president. His

Ken: Earth calling Terry Inman,
come
in Terry.
... . . .-.;.:,"".' '.:
..:.: ,.". ."..: ;:, . '.'
......:~ ".=.: .. :::'
' . -:. ...'.
Terry: This is Terry .
. . .. -"-:-.-::::;: :-::>: :-:-:: ,\ }\:ii~r\~::.u~~( .- -.- ' >:: { ~ ::~~ .::~ -;'::': ;:;:.:.
.
'
:
:
:.
'
:
: .: -'.;_::':-.~' .-:::.:..;.:.:.:.:.:". ,-::- }:::.:::-.'.
~:
Ken: Terry, you made some
::::':
:::".::
inane comments in the Current two
.'::
weeks ago. I decided to call you to
';::', give you the straight scoop.
Terry: Cool man. Shoot. I mean
go ahead.
Ken: First of all Terry, you
claimed that the war is George
Bush's war. Yes, George is a major
player in it, but there is an organization called the United Nations (its
members are a whole bunch of
countries) which is also participating.
.. .. .. . .
. . :.:. -: :::":=<"':: -,'::<;:::..) ".
Terry: Oh.
".:." ::::-.; :~.: ;~::.:;:.:-~:.' .- ' :".
":' " .:: ........-.- .
. ".".:-. ;. ': : : \".. .: :::<.'.:
.... . :.:
...:......... -. .._. .Ken: You also made the
L~tifa·E.13erAtdhlo
:>
~
.
.
statement, "Kuwait was a wealthy
. :.:-:.:: •.. .... '.
.. ::":-: ',-.:::
" -:::.:,,-,,
·o··r-···:·
. ."'.'" .... .........
" ':.:......
::: .:.:.:.--.
-. ... .••• •.
": 'i
....... . -·t
1
.;.'
.
: ' -': '; ':-:-:-:- "; :':.::: ' : : : , :; :

•••• • C . -, '

-.:_: .;:

: :' ; :: :': :';:- • . ' .- .: •• • • •::..
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example was followed by many He persevered through a trying war
presidents.
between brothers and came out a winLincoln, our sixteenth president, ner. He was killed for his beliefs, but
went down in the history books for his no action is ever made without risk.
work toward peace and freedom By frceingthe slaves, Lincoln bccame,
during the Civil War.
in essence, one of America's first civil
To honor these presidents- gov- rights leaders. WithoutLincoln, blacks
ernment offices, mail services, banks might have waited longer for freedom.
and schools take a holiday.
Since the end of slavery, blacks
This is a well-deserved · treat,- -have been trying to gain the dignity
similar to Martin Luther King's birth- ---mn' they lost during their years of
day. Both days are viewed as a national imprisonment. King was a strong
holiday, yet this campus only honors fighter for the rights of the blacks
one of these holidays.
duringthe60s. He was a great man. He
I protested my classes on Mon- did a lot for this country and deserves
day. IfI am given a holiday on King's a day for himself.

Terry, Wake Up
To the editor.'

__

enough country that it could have
defended itself." Terry my boy,
when was the last time you saw
someone ward off a would be
attacker with a dollar bill?
Terry : ZZZ7Z77
Ken: You also quoted George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson
as imploring the U.S. to stay out of
foreign wars. While I concede you
this p::>int, I don't believe they
would make such a blanket
statement if they lived in the world
we live in. When they made those
comments there were no planes,
trains, automobiles, and most
importantly, Intercontinental
Ballistic Missiles were not yet
developed.
Sincerely yours,

;" ':

"

. . .•.•.. .•.•.. •..

.•.. \\ .'..•.

Lincoln or Washington?
My favorite president is Lincoln.

But now I have to gripe. Why did
I have to go to school on President's
Day when I was given the day offfor
King's birthday? Lincoln paved the
way for King. I am not asking for
much, just equal justice. You are
granting one holiday to me and giving them both.
Two years ago I remember starting the winter semester on King's
birthday. I didn't mind. But starting
school three days early and taking
my weekend just to give rileone Oay
offiS-llruait:1 was lip at school anyway, so I did not receive a h6liday~
I only question the reasoning behind giving UM-St Louis King's
birthday off. One might say it was
reverse discrimination.

Mr. Opinion - On Politics
To the editor;
First of all, 1'm very
opinionated person and I regard
all of my opinions as facts. Here'
are some. More will follow.
1. If Mr. Ronald Reagan had'.
lost the 1980 presidential
election, this country would be
in the same sad shape it was in
prior to World War II. "A first
world nation with a third world
military. "

2. If h-1r. George Bush had
not reacted quickly to Sodamn
Insane's invasion of Kuwait,
there would be no Middle East
now - just Iraq.

3. If Congress had let the.
U.S. Military fight during the
Vietnam War, there would be.
nocommunist run government
in Vietnam today ..
~,

4. Foreign wars involving
the U.S. have always been and
always will be the best way to
improve the economy and
technology of the U.S.
5. Nuclear weapons saved
thousands of lives in World War
II by negating the need for an
invasion by U.S. troops. History
would do well to repeat itself in
Kuwait and Iraq.

Mr. Opinion

Kenneth M. Hand
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Thom~sJ : Kovach .
marketiIig manager

Dear Mr. President;
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This letter was written to
President George Bush on Jan. 16,
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.' ShellY Steinberg
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DaveBarl ·

In your recent letter to college

! students and at your Jan. 10 press
conference, you used the phrase "a
New World Order" several times.
We, the undersigned, do not
believe a New World Order can be
achieved by going to war. Deploring the use of force, we urge you to
pledge now to sUPIX>rt the following elements of a New World Order
if Saddam Hussein withdraws from
Kuwait:
1. Strengthened U.N. Peacekeeping Forces to insure the
security of all nations in the Middle
East.
2. U.N.-supervised reduction of
all armaments in the entire MidEast region, including the elimination of all nuclear, chemical and

biological weapons.
3. A special U.N. Arbitration
Panel to determine the merits of
any claims Iraq has against Kuwait.
4. A U.N.-supervised election
for the people of Kuwait.
5. A separate U.N.-sponsored
international conference on all
Middle East problems.
6. An impartial International
Criminal Court to try heads of state
who violate internation law by
initiating wars of aggression.
7. Initiation of a Helsinki-type
process to protect the human rights
of all citizens throughout the
Middle East.
8. Strengthening and restructuring the United Nations to give it the
authority and funding it needs to
insure world peace, economic
progress and a healthy global
environment.
We respectfully suggest, Mr.
President, that war is a tactic of the
old world order - not a New World

Order. A true New World Order, we
maintain, should include stronger
U.N. Peacekeeping Forces, U.N.
supervised reductions of armaments, arbitration panels, free
elections, international peace
conferences, Helsinki-type processes
to protect human rights, impartial
international criminal courts, and a
new and strengthened United
Nations.
.I.
None of the above elements
should be regarded by anyone as
7'unacceptable linkages" or as
rewards for Saddam Hussein's
aggression. Instead of going to war,
we simply ask you, Mr. President to
spell out your vision now of a New
World Order.
And if that vision is bold and
clear enough, we believe it will
unlock the door to peace which has
been shut tight by threats of war .

Sincerely,

Order

Prepared by UN Task Force of
the Alliance fora Common Future
Endorsed by the following
organizations:
World Federalist Association
Pax World Foundation
CampaignJor UN Reform
Church-Action Against South
Carolina/Georgia Nuclear Ruin
Fund/or New Priorities
Maryland United/or Peace and
Justice
Methodists Unitedfor Peace
and Justice
National Women's Conference
Committee
Operation Real Security
Professionals' Coalition for
Nuclear Arms Control
Psychologists/or Social
Responsibility
SANE/FREEZE Campaign/or
..
Global Security
Women for Meaningful Summits
Women Strike for Peace
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Universtiy Singers
To Tour Midwest
The UM-St. Louis "University
Singers" will end its five-day tour of
the Midwest with a concert of sacred
and secular choral music at 7:30 p.m.
onSunday, March 3 at Faith Lutheran
Church 1610 S. Florissant Rd.
The choir will perform works by
J.S. Bach, Debussy, Gallus,
Tschesnoknov,
Christiansen,
Sjolund, and University Singers
conductor Bruce Vantine.
During the five-day tour, the choir
will perform in many locations such
as Memphis, Tcnn.; Jackson, Tenn.;
New Orleans; and Pine Bluff, Ark.

Conferences On
Economics Offered
Three conferences on economic
curriculum are planned during February for elementary, middle-school,
and secondary educators. The programs are sponsored by the UM-St.
Louis Center for Economic Education.

Mini-Society will meet from S:30
a.m. t03:30p.m.Friday and Saturday
Feb. 15 and 16. The fee is $65, including continental breakfast and lunch.
This conference helps teachers
learn to teach economics through the
experiences that students have in the
society of their own classroom and in
debriefing sessions during which
concepts, decisions making, and
problem solving are discussed.
Econ and Me will meet from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Friday February
22. Fee for the program is $40, including continental breakfast and
lunch.
This conference introduces elementary teachers to a new video
series that teaches economics to students in grades 2-4.
Each conference participant will
receive a videotape of the five student
programs in scarcity, opportunity
cost, consumption, production and
interdependence, and a teaching
guide.

Course Is Offered
For Produ ctivity
Individuals who work in the business or government sector are keenly
aware of the problems associated
with poor record-keeping.
A course is being offered to improve productivity in offices suffering from information congestion by
the School of Business Administration Management Development Institute and the Department of Continuing Education-Extension at UMS1. Louis.
The course, Establishi ng and
Managing Successful Records ManagementPrograms will be held in two
sessions: from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Monday, Feb 25 and Tuesday, Feb.
26 at the Holiday Inn Airport/West
S1. Louis.
It is also being offered on Thursday, Feb. 28 and Friday, March 1,
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the

Truman State Office Building in
Jefferson City.
The cost of the program is $265.
To register or for more information
call 553-596l.

daily on KWMU (90.7) FM.
Monday through Friday, during
"Morning Edition" and "All Things
Considered," KWMU offers listeners
reports about the important Missouri
legislative stories of the day.
KWMU subscribes to the daily
statehouse news service offered by
KBIA in Columbia, Mo. KBIA currently has seven reporters working in
its Je.fferson City Bureau.
KWMU's "Morning Edition" is
heard weekdays from 5-9 a.m. and
"All Things Considered" is heard
weekdays from 4-6:30 p.m.

Scholarship Offered
For Women Seniors

The American Association of
University Women, Creve Coeur
Branch, is offering a $500 tuition
scholarship.
The scholarship is for a woman
whose studies have been interrupted
for a minimum period of five years,
and who will be a full time student in
her senior year at UM-St. Louis during the 1991-92 academic year.
Nominations are now being acApplicants must also meet the following criteria: 3.5 GPA on a scale of cepted for the 1991 Presidential
4.0, a declared major, and financial Awards for excellence in science
teaching, administered for the While
need.
Applications and necessary docu- House by the National Science
mentation should be submitted to Foundation through the National
PierretteF. Murray in care of Dr. Lois Science Teachers Association and in
Pierce, acting associate vice chancel- cooperation with the State Departlor for academic affairs, by March 15. ment ofEducation and UM-S t. Louis.
Applications are available from
Three science teachers for the
the Office for Academic Affairs, 401
state-level
awards will be chosen by
Woods Hall.
the state selection committee. One of
the three state awardees will be selected for the national Presidential
Awards for Excellence in Science
Teaching, which will be made at a
conference in Wshington, D.C.
The goal for the awards is to idenThe UM-St. Louis campus will be tify and reward excellence in science
recycling Southwestern Bell tele- teaching.
phone books in conjunction with
Elementary and secondary-level
Project Redirectory being sponsored
by Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. science teachers in the state of MisThis recycling drive will be souri can be nominated by colsponsored concurrently with Project leagues, administrators,students or
Redirectory from March 23- April student's parents. Nomination forms
and general information can be ob13, 1991.
Specific times and locations are tained from Charles Granger, chairnot available yet, however everyone person of the State Science Selections
is urged to save their telephone books Subcommittee for Secondary Education and professor of biology at the
to be recycled.
University of Missouri-Sl Louis.
Completed nomination forms
must be received by March 15, 1991,

Presidential Awards
Nominations Are Due

P hone Books To Be
Recycled By UMSL

T
N
St'
Op ews
OrleS
Heard on KWMU.
Top news stories about the Mi ~
so uri Legislature, reported directly
from Jefferson City, can be heard

j .

,and the final applications arc due by
May 1, 1991.
For more information on state
procedures or application forms call
553-6226.

BAHIA MAR RESORT
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
SPRING BREAK "91"

Ready to Live
On Your Own?
We're Rea·dy For You!
Make the move to

LucasHunt

Village

Special UMSL Discount
1BRs from $315
2BRs from $360
Only minutes from campus

..-n:::

We care about you ...
1':[:;-- from duIgR to management

• Free Heat
• Private Entry Gate
• Pool
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• 24 Hour Maintenance

OPEN EVERY DAY
Lucas-Hunt Village
Apartments
c:==J(

381-0550
5303 Lucas & Hunt Road
one minute north of 1-70

)

~W0»AMD

c

--

J~III1_

[

)

WJMal' - _

409 Social Sciences
Building
(Writing Lab)

[$99. Per Night*J

Library

98

Compare to $130.00 and/or $150.00 - being
charged by others on South Padre Island
There is not much time left, but you can still
move your reservations to Bahia Mar Resort
and SAVE!

CALL NOW & SAVE
1-800-292-7502
'The price above is based 011 a Standard Room Double Occupancy, Mmimum 3 night stay. Other
restrictions apply. Offer expires at Mgmt. Discretion.

Are you interested in a FREE
Haircut or Perm?
Attractions Incorporated, along with World
Famous Hairstyles, are looking for male/female models ages 18-30 to participate in a local hair and fashion· show. Model call will be
held at Henry VIII Hotel, 4690 Lindbergh
Blvd. St. Louis, MO 63044 ~ the London
Room on Feb.22 from 6!-J :30 p.m.
Free professional hair-care products for attending.

Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE
Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE

Hours of Operation:
Same as the Library

Hours of Operation:
Mon-Thurs lO:ooa.m. to lO:00p.m.
Friday
10:ooa.m. to 6:00p.m.
Saturday 1:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.
Sunday
l:00p.m. to 9:00p.m

Education Library
(South Campus)

MAKE USE OF
THE STUDENT
COMPUTER
LABS. THEY'RE
YOURS

Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE
Hours of Operation:
Same as the Library

Hardware:
IBM PS/2 Model 55SX
Hewlet Packard LaserJet III
IBM ProPrinter
AT&T X -window tenninals
Hardware: .
IBM PS/2 Model 55SX
Hours of Operation:
Same As Clark

•

Hours of Operation:
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00a.m. to 1O:00p.m
8:00a.m. to 6:00p.m.
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
l:OOp.m. to lO:OOp.m.

For more information, contact Diane Menne, Ext 6036 ....

*
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Dating Game Makes Comeback
by Jenny Doll
Current staff

Do the words blind date send chills
up your spine? Would the scary uncertainty fade if you could ask a few
personal questions before the date
actually happened? Better yet, what
if you could interview a few different
date prospects, and choose the person
that best suited your fancy?
Four UM-SL Louis students took
advantage of a rare opportunity to do
just that on Valentine's Day. A
Valentine's Dating Game, sponsored
by the Associated Black Collegians
(ABC), reenacted a former television
show on the stage of the JC Penney
auditorium. In each of the four rounds
a student interviewed three prospective dates who were hidden from the
interviewer (but not the audience) by
a screen. Based on the answers to
these questions, the interviewer chose
the most intriguing "bachelor" or
"bachelorette."
The questions, aimed at highlighting some aspect of the ·
interviewee's personality, spanned a
wide spectrum of topics. Rod Pratt,
program chairperson for ABC, and
the game show host for the evening,
accounted for this diversity.
"The contestants made up their
own questions. We didn't censor
them or JUly thing," said Pratt.

The UM-St. Louis Dating Game
was different than the television show
in that all the contestants were students and therefor may already know
each other by name. To ensure fair

play, anonymity dominated the entire
event-until the final selections were
made. Panicipants were randomly
selected out of a box of applications
completed by student volunteers. The

contestants were introduced to the
audience as "bachelor(ette) number
one," "bachelor(ette) number two,"
and "bachelor(ette) number three,"
followed by a short list of hobbies and
interests. Furthermore, the responsive audience was quieted during the
actual decision process so as not to
influence the interviewer.
Out of four rounds of entertaining
interrogation, four couples emerged:
Greta Vaughn and Derrick Brown
(round one), Eugene Taylor and
Michell Barnum (round two),
Anjanette Bordeaux and Lorenzo
Rounds (round three), and Jacque
Land and Kelle Young (round four).
The couples' nrst dates--a free night
at the movies-will be sponsored by
ABC.
Eugene Taylor, a sophomore in
the School of Business Administration, was the inquisitive interviewer
of the second round. When asked
how he felt about getting up on stage,
he confessed to initial jitters.
"At first I was nervous, but I got
more relaxed as I went along. It was
the first time I did something like
that." Taylor said
Taylor decided to let his date,
Michell Barnum, decide what movie
the two will see on their first date.
The Valentine's Dating Game was
one of the many social activities that
are planned for African American
History Month. Other events include
fIlm pr~tation, lectures, seminars
and an Alice Windom presentation,

Computer Sends
Messages To Gulf
worthy of broader access. Through
funding from the military, and
sponsorship from a variety of
businesses, a nationwide network
St Louis area residents with was established.
accesS to a computer and a teleThe network at UM-St. Louis
phone modem are now able to ' (run by David Davidson, a profeselectronically transmit letters to soroflheoptometry school) began
soldiers in the Persian Gulf through sending messages to Saudi Arabia
a system recently established at on Wednesday, February 13. The
UM-St. Louis.
system is open 24 hours a day,
This system will allow letters seven days a week and can receive
to be delivered in less than half the numerous messages.
time of conventional mail service
"The system can handle two
at no cost to the users or the uni- calls simultaneously 24 hours a
versity. Users create their messages day," Davidson said, "it's great
on computers and transmit them to that we are able to provide this
an electronic bulletin board system service, because mail is a tremenat UM-SL Louis' School of Op- dous morale booster when you're
tometry, which in tum transmits stationed so far away from your
the letters through the network in family and friends. I have been told
California. The messages are then by people running similar systems
sent to bulletin board operators in that delivery is averaging about 48
Saudi Arabia. The letters are printed hours."
Presently the user of this system
out and hand- delivered to U.S.
military postal authorities.
must have access to a computer
This service, called the with a modem. However, Davidson
MailStorm Project, is being orga- hopes that by next week this will
nized by the Association for Elec- not be necessary. He is trying to
tronic Communication (AEC).
organize a program to make it
This project was started by a possible for people to submit
bulletin board service run by an handwritten letters.
individual in California in early
"Let's say someone would like
January. When this service started, to take advantage of the service but
it was used solely for the use of the doesn't have a computer. They
originator so he could send mes- could send a hand written letter to
sages to his own relative in Saudi me. This letter would then be given
Arabia Some other people found to volunteer students to key into a
out about his system and felt that computer." Davidson said.
the linkage he had established was See GULF, page 6

by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

nfamous Pages Of Gold Help
Find Treasures Untold
Story Leaves You In L.A. Smog
"ATribute To Malcolm X." For more
information call 553-5731 or 5536630.

day. I certainly don't want to
. give my. money to a place that
harvests them ~l only have one
. was ~alkini canes. (walking canes
question. Hov7do they get the
usually don't taste as good and look bees to stay in the ground long
awful on my Christmas tree.) If
enough to grow sprouts?
you're in the market for a cane, ,
-Ice. I've never been much
look up the House of Canes and
for cooking, but ice is relatively
Walking Sticks. Since this sounds
easy and leaves hardly any dirty
kind of like a retirement center, I
dishes. What amazed me was an
can't guarantee that the canes are
ad for a company called Instant
new, but I'm sure they've got some Ice. They claim to have an
great stories to tell.
"emergency ice service." I don't
Two wonderful categories of the know, I guess maybe some
Yellow Pages are clergy and Dial-a- people wake up in the middle of
Devotion. If you don't presently
the night screaming for ice, but
own any clergy- here's your
I'll just wait until morning.
chance. To me, Dial-a-Devotion is
-Paper-Shredded. Now what
on earth am I going to do if my
kind of like having a drive- through
paper is shredded? I wouldn't be
confessional. You would just stop
able to read the funnies, and the
buy and yell your sins into the face
of a big plastic priest Of course you coupons would be useless.
-Sidewalk contractors. I
probably wouldn't be able to
always had a problem with
understand how many Hail Marys
sidewalk: contractors. They arell't
you should do.
as annoying as door to door light
-Combustion Controls. I can't
bulb salesmen, but they were
tell you how relieved I am to see
always my biggest competitor as
this. I have always had this fear of
a child. Those guys would set up
spontaneously combusting. This
right next to my lemonade stand
must be some kind of new technology that lets you take a pill or attach promising to give people the best
lemonade this side of the Masonsomething to your body to prevent
Dixon line if they would bring
this impending disaster. All I can
their own lemons and have the
say is let me at it
money up front Of course I had
-Congressmen. Oh yea! We
an edge-speed of delivery .
don't have to vote for them anyThey estimated the completion
more; we can just get one from the
Yellow Pages (does it really make a ' time of a glass, with ice, to be
about two weeks. But then that's
difference?). Great, now I can go
get a congressman of my very own. just an estimate.
-Smoke stacks. This struck
-Drugs-wholesale. Okay this is a
me as rather odd. I guess if you
little bit ridiculous. I know that the
wanted your house to look
drug racket has excelled within the
prestigious or better than the
past decade, but this is a little
Jones's, then you woul~ ~et
extreme. I can just see this store.
"Anention wholesale customers, for yourself some smoke stacks.
But, wouldn't a chimney bealot
the next fifteen minutes there will
be a blue light special on cocaine in easier?
-Post cards. If you want
aisle two ... "
people to think you spent your
-Eyebanks. I have brown eyes
vacation in Barbados when you
and have thought about gening
colored contacts to turn them green. stayed at the Econolodge in
Easley, Mo., then give these
But now, why bother? I could just
people a call. Personally I think
make a withdrawal and get some
it's a little insincere, but who am
new ones. I wonder what the
I to judge?
interest rate on eyes is this time of
-Rubber clothing and
year.
footwear. Now here's a novel
-Foot appliances. What? I never
idea. You don't have to worry
knew feet needed appliances. I
when it rains. To top it off you
guess every adult foot craves a
wouldn't have to wash them;
Quisinart. Maybe that's how toefu
you could just hose them off in
is made.
the back yard while watering
-Honey. I love honey and was
your gardenias.
tempted to call and get some but I
These are some of my
have a problem with the listing of
favorite parts of the Yellow
Gibbons Bee Farm. I don't like
Pages. But, don't take my word
bees; they sting me and make me
for it; find out for yourself1!!
wear baking soda on my arm all

":"; ,~nades of grey

by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

The Yellow Pages is an
amazing thing. I just love to let
my fingers do the walking. (No
aerobics however, they don't
make those specialized tennis
shoes small enough for my
fingers.) While my fingers were
flipping through those golden
pages of information I noticed
that this lx>ok, when read from
front to back, is actually very
intriguing and amusing.
Although I encourage you to
read this amazing piece of
li~nrreforyo~li,Ihave

singled out some of the best parts.
The Yellow Pages is set up
with section headings set in grey
to draw your attention and then
continues on with individual
businesses that fall under these
headings. I must say that at times
I was dumbfounded at the
diversity of the above mentioned
headings.
Take abrasives for example. I
suppose this means things like
Cornet or Soft Scrub Tub and Tile
Cleaner. However, I have always
gotten these items at the grocery
store. I guess those that haven't
been let in on the secret of
abrasive retail outlets should turn
to this heading.
-Animal Carcass Removal.
Now there's a handy service. I
never know what to do with my
animal carcasses. If I had a car
phone this would really come in
handy after I accidentally plow
over a possum or something.
-Burl3p. Most people probably don't have an innate need for
burlap, but if you do, the Great
Western Bag Co. is at your
service. I've been looking for an
interesting texture to use when
making my next formal gown.
Hrnmm.
-Canes. At frrst I thought this
meant candy canes but was
disa
inted when I found out it

by Fera M. Black
and Cole P. Hunter
entertainment critics

O.K.- We just don't get it That's
all we can say, we just don't get it
The slogan of the movie "L.A Story"
is "Something Funny is Happening In
L.A .... " We suppose that may be true,
but nowhere in the movie did we find
out what that "something" is.
This f11m, starring Steve Martin,
defmitely lacks the suave comedy that
Martin is capable of. Instead, the
movie tries for an "Airplane" type
comedy and proves unsuccessful.
Martin plays the part of Harris, a
zany weather man who is not happy
with his job, his relationships or his
life. One day, while at lunch with his
flippant girlfriend Trudi, played by
fl.furilu Henner, he is introduced to
Sara, a conservative yet outspoken
writer for The London Times, played
by Victoria Tennant Sara is in L.A. to
write about the idiosyncrasies of the
city and its people. She becomes involved with Harris while interviewing him for the story.
Now cut to Harris, shopping one
afternoon with Trudi. Harris, however,
is paying more attention to the other
female patrons in a typical L.A. boutique. It is here that he meets SanDeE,
played by Sarah Jessica Parker, the
overly enthusiastic, sales girl who
can't seem to sit still throughout the
entire film.
So far, Harris has met two completely opposite women, who are
nothing like his Trudi.
On the way home from shopping
in Trudi's Mercedes (of course), the
car suddenly dies in front of an electric freeway sign. While Harris is
trying to get the carrurming, the sign,
which usually reads FREEWAY
CLEAR depending on the road conditions, now says "HI... HUG ME."
Harris does, and somehow the sign
miraculously starts the car. From there
on oul, the sign is solely in control of
Harris's destiny. Before Harris leaves,
the sign imparts its wisdom in a riddle
reading "HOW IS DADDY OOING?"
Now, we have no problem with
believing in the supernatural, as far as
fiction goes. However, on a believability scale of one to ten, this flick
falls into the negative numbers. Itis at
this point that a cup of cappuccino
started sounding real good.
While still trying to unscramble
the riddle of the sign, Harris breaks up
with his significant other after he fmds
out about about her three year affair
with his agent He is, however, less

than disappointed about regaining his
freedom.
ffkris starts pursuing both
SanDeE and Sara and revisiting his
omnipotent sign for further guidance.
Now, the plot gets really confusing.
Sara is falling in love with Harris,
but at the same time is still seeing her
ex-husband Roland, who is trying
desperately to repair their relationship. Harris is drooling over Sara but
dating SanDeE who is living with her
boyfriend. Harris and SanDeE decide
to go to Santa Barbara for the weekend. Coincidentally, Roland and Sara
decide to do the same. As if that's not
enough ... Surprise! Both couples are
staying in the same hotel, which, when
translated into English, is named
Chicken of the Sea. After getting
settled into rooms right next to each
other, all four of them decide to jump
into the sack. Not together, mind you,
but Harris with SanDeE and Sara with
Roland. During these not so steamy
love scenes, Harris is fantasizing about
Sara and Sara is fantasizing about
Harris, while both Roland and SanDeE
have Mel Gibson on their minds.
Is it all too mt!h to swallow?

Exactly. While reaching for a deck of
cardS, we were just wondering what
the sign was doing during all of this.
Upon their arrival back in L.A.,
Roland and Harris are both begging
Sara not to return to London. Roland
has no luck, but remember, Harris has
an all-powerful freeway sign on his
side.
As if the script for this fUm wasn't
mind-boggling enough, the film
throws in various small vignettes and
surreal types of experiences that Sara
and Harris go through. This would be
fine if they emphasized a major point
in the storyline or had any kind of
symbolism. These implanted scenes
succeed in only contuSing the audience even more. The script didn't flow
and it lacked any originality. Every
once in a while, Martin carne through
with a funny one-liner that brought
back old memories of his style of
comedy. However, those five minutes of the film weren't worth our
hard earned dollars.
Overall, the film wasn't interesting enough to make us stop to scrape
the mud off our boots.
Rating-One star, two yawns and a
belch.

KISS DE GIRL. .. Steve Martin and Victoria Tennant star in
satire about Los Angeles.
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Editors Must 'Vatetl What Goes Int.o
(CPS)
Student editors of the University
of Lowell (Mass.) Connector thought
they had found a good cartoon to
publish in an early December edition
of the paper.
The choice of cartoons and the
chain of events it started, however,
has threatened to cost editor Geoffrey
Pahl his job.
The reason: two readers thought
the cartoon was racist, and Pahl fIred
back with an editorial suggesting its
critics were "stupid" for thinking so.
Pahl, it turns out, is orily one of a
number of student editors nationwide
who have gotten into trouble recently

~.,., · ·. 13,200

for printing opinions that someone on
campus saw as critical of women,
minorities, gays C( other disadvantaged people.
During the last two months of the
fall term angry students broke into
newsrooms, conducted sit-ins or
called for editors' resignations at
North ern Kentucky University.
Saddleback Community College in
California and the universities of
Missouri-St. Louis and Arkansas.
Ai Sonoma State University in
California, protesters actually conducted a public burning of one edition
of the Sonoma Star, which printed a
cartoon that Spokane-based artist Milt

J~riIlt

Priggee says was meant to blast the
lack offederaljobs program for black
youths.
"I was trying to satirize two different types of extremists," added Paul
Tarr, the Boston- based cartoon ist who
produced the cartoon that the two
Connector readers saw as racist.
(Tarr's cartoon and the Milt
Priggee cartoon that prompted th e
public burning at Sonoma State were
distributed nationally to some 600
campus papers by College Press
Service, which also wrote and distributed this story.)
"It's almost silly" to think someone saw it as endorsing the extremisfl\

I(J ulffrom IHlg:::;..
_e~5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---l
It is also not yet possible for letters from individuals stationed in the
~ersian Gulf to be sent back to the
via this system. Davidson said it
is feasible but it would take a lot of
military personnel. Even if the amount

type of service were available. it is recipient's name. military serial numdifficult to gain access to a computer ber. social security number and unit
in the desert.
as deployed must be included.
Messages sent to Saudi Arabia
The bulletin board can be accessed
can be up to 200 lines long. To have by dialing 553-6475. For additional
a message sent to an individual sta- information contact David Davidson
t.:.0~f~pe:.:o:!:..pl=e-=.n=eed==ed=-=to:....:..:co:.:.:m2p=le=te~th:.:.:::is---=t:;io:.:,:n.::.:ed:...:.:in:....::th:::e....:P:...:e:.:,:rs:.::ia=n::......::G..::.ul:.:.f---=:th::..:e~a~t..:::.5:!.=53::...;-6~2::!:::6:!.=3._ _ _ _ _ _- '
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They're Doing It Again!
The Sea rch Is On For the 1991-92
Editor of the Current

..,

30
,-~

"

"'.

Whether you are a
business looking
for that right
market to reach or
a campus group
seeking new

The Senate Student Publications Committee in now accepting applications for the position of editor of the Current for the
up coming academ ic year.
The editor is responsible for the overall administration of the
paper and setting editorial policy.
-Applications must be picked up in room # 1 Blue Metal
Building.
- Return the application by March 8, to the Chair of Student
Publications Committee along with a cover letter, clips, letters
of recommendation and references in a sealed envelope. Send
applications to Sarapage McCorkle, 318 Lucas .
• Prepare a detailed evaluation of the Current and a five minute
oral presentation for the committee interview. For more information, call the Current.

Order your college ring NOW.
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FIND OUT FOR SURE.

members, the

-Current can

• FREE Pregnancy Testing

" ~ach

• Immediate results

13,200
students on over
30 distribution

• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

Date: Feb 26,27, and 28 Time: 11:00am. to 7:00p.m. Deposit Required:

$25.00

Place:

University Bookstore
-- ,
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on-display in your college bookstore.
~C)

645·1424

831-6723

227·5111

6744 Clayton Rd.
(St. Louis)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

24- Hour Phone Service

Ilf YOU DRIVE - DON'T DRINK
GET THE FACTS :
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Graduation Announcements
Today!
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- Someone is killed in an alcohol- related accident every
22 minutes
- On an average weekend night, one of every ten drivers
on the road is drunk.
- Drunk drivers cause more deaths, injuries and destruction than murders, robbers, rapists, and thieves.
- Drunk drivers cost society $24 billion dollars each year
in court time, probation, loss of earning and other expenses.
Two out of every five people will be involved in an al~
cohol-related crash during their lifetime.

'doc;'

'JI(~morial rSladrum

7Jloommjlon. !Jnc!lana

Your Degree
Your Major

DO THE RIGHT THING:
If you're in a group, designate a dri',;·er. If not, stop
drinking at least one hour before going home.
- If you find you've had a few too many, ask someone
else to drive you home .. or call a cab.
- Consume alcoholic beverages slowly... pace yourself.
Eat while drinking, to moderate the effects of alcohoL

Look for details in your bookstore
February 26,27, and 28
Date:

~\\\l/b

11:00a.m. to 7:00p.m.

Time",-'_ __

Place,

University Bookstore

JOSTENS
Order Now - Availability Limited
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Counseling Service
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Baseball: Brady ' Bunch Starts Season 0-2
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor

The UM-St Louis baseball squad
began their 1991 season last weekend
at North Alabama in one of the earliest season openers in school history.
North Alabama, who were rated
12th in the Division II pre-season
national poll, defeated the Riverrnen
2-1 and 3-2 during a double header on
Feb, 16, The game scheduled for Feb.
17 was cancelled because of weather
conditions.
During the first game, junior Chris
Meador pitched the first five innings
and allowed only two hits and gave up
one earned run. Meador was then relieved by Keith Kalusniak, who
pitched the next four innings and gave
up one unearned run.
Senior Bill Hansel scored for the
Riverrnen with help from sophomore
Scott Kaestner. Hansel got on first
base by a fielders' choice and Kaestner
drove him home with a double.
During the second game the starting pitchel was junior Jim Foley.
"Jim went the distance and gave
up only four hits," said Head Coach
Jim Brady, "He walked a guy and the
next guy had a home run ... he pitched
very well."
Sophomore Brian Rupp double,d
to lead off the game and senior Dennis
Turner walked, to put runners on first
and third. Rupp then beat the throw

Head Baseball Coach Jim Brady

AND HE WINDS UP: UM-St. Louis baseball squad pitchers Rob Rixford I (Left) and Andy Runzi (Right)
practicing in the Mark Twain pitching room. (Photos by Nicole Menke)
home and scored while Turner made
it safe to third. Craig Porter hit a
grounder to second and Turner ran
home making the score 3-2.
Brady said that even though the
team came home with two losses,
North Alabama was very impressed.

------Mark Twain

"The other team was very impressed and when we left they had a
great deal of respect for us. You could
tell by their actions after the games."
The Riverrnen go to Memphis
State for a single game Thurs., Feb.

"We have a difficult early
schedule," Brady said. "But if the
guys can hold together and learn
from the early-season experiences,
this team could be very good ... all of
their hard work and effort is going to

21.

payoff."

Van d alis~------

More Than Just A Hole In The Wall
In addition to the damaged wheel,
a fuse had biown in the machine and
the cord had been yanked out of lht
wall and destroyed. Brady .said the
vandals apparently decided to use the
other machine to throw balls in the air
at an arc which led to the destruction
of three different light systems shattering fluorescent light bulbs and
leaving glass everywhere.
"Shattered glass was allover,"
Brady said. "A couple people went in
there and hadaheck of a time. Luckily,
it didn't damage the whole unit."
Brady feels that lack of security or
lack of responsibility on his teams
part is what allowed this to happen.
"Maybe we forgot to lock the door
when we left .. The guards were here
this weekend, they didn't see anyone
go in there. Maybe it was an oversight. We're not doing a very good job
of keeping the area securely locked,"
Brady said.
Brady estimated the damage at
around three hundred dollars.
At the tilne of this article, UM-S!.
Louis Police Captain James Smalley
said that no report on the incident had
been filed.

by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
While the UM-St. Louis baseball team was slugging it out on the
.road-in adoubleheader againstNorth
Alabama last weekend, a few people
decided to do a little batting practice of their own back home.
The Rivermen returned late
Sunday night to find a significant
amount of damage done to their
equipment downstairs in the pitching room in the Mark Twain Building.
Head Coach Jim Brady said that
the pitching machine had been drug
across the floor, leaving divots in
the wheel of the machine and
causing the machine to produce
hazardous curve balls. As the balls
were driven into the drywall they
left big gashes.
"They were taking batting practice inside. , .they were down there
having fun ... shooting baseballs in
there and they were banging off the
walls. A couple of balls were hammered into the drywall," Brady
said.

Rivermen And Women
Weren't Scared By
The Gorillas Or Lions
by Jason Buchheit
for the Current

SHA TIERED REMAINS: The UM-St. Louis pitching room in
the Mark Twain Building was landalized leaving an estimated $300
tab for the Athletic Department. (Photo by Nicole Menke)

The UM-St. Louis men's basketball team travelled to Missouri Southern for a game against the Lions,
never looking back from a first half
lead that clipped the Lion's manes in
a 99-83 conference win.
The leading scorer for UM-St.
Louis was Chris Pilz with 32 points
followed by Barry Graskewicz with
15 points.
The Riverwomen travelled to
Missouri Southern with the men and
were equally successful with a 89-88
victory over the Lady Lions. Missouri
Southern lead most of the rust half
and at one point, theRiverwomen lead
by as many as twelve points. But by
halftime thelead was cut to five as the
Lady Lions led 47-42.
The Riverwomen, lead by Lisa
Houska with a game high 25 points,
came back and took the lead at the
13:52 mark of the second half and
lead by as many as ten points. But

with :47 seconds left the Lady Lions
regained the lead by a point only to
watch the Riverwomen pull it off in
the end.
On Mon., Feb.18 the Riverrnen
took their 18-5 record into the John
Lance Arena, home of the Pittsburg
State University Gorilla's. The
Gorilla's got off to a quick start scoring 11 unanswered points and carried
their lead into the half time intermission with a 39-29 lead over the
Riverrnen. At 5:51 of the second half
the Rivermen turned it around and
took the lead to 61-59. The Riverrnen
kept their lead the rest of the way,
ending up with a 77-71 victory over
Pittsburg State. Clarence Ward lead
the Rivennen with 24 points.
The Riverwomen took their 1312 record into Pittsburg State as well.
The Riverwomen got off to a slow
start and trailed at half time 49-42.
The Riverwomen took the lead for

See B-BALL, page 8

Hoc key: The Game Behind The Sport
U·nl ted Parcel Service

Atb'lete of t he Week
-Women's basketball

team
• Senior-guard
·S:cor ed 25 points
. agianst MO Southern

posing team to a pulp. The fans loved
it.
In 1977, Paul Newman starred in
by Greg Albers
"Slap Shot," a merry liule tale about a
for the Current
struggling minor league hockey team
There's an old sports saying that that turned their season and careers
goes, "1 went to the fights the other around by "foiling up" and dropping
night and a hockey game broke out." their gloves. The Hansen brothers
At times, this little one liner seems spawned a cult underground followpretty close to the truth. Hockey has ing.
always been a physical game, but
So where is this all leading? The
since the early 70s, to the delight of National Hockey League has time
the fans, the NHL has come to rival and time again insisted that fans watch
theWWF.
hockey to see the game, not the fights.
One of the most memorable teams It's about time the NHL faced the
of all time was the Philadelphia Fly- music and stopped pretending they
ers' "Broad Street Bullies." They won don't condone violence.
When interviewed, league offitwo consecutive Stanley Cups through
intimidation and by beating the op- cials have always pointed out that

commentary

hockey is physical game in which
emotions run high. The rhetoric of the
officials is true, but then they insult
our intelligence by saying they don't
encourage fighting, that they in fact
punish players who fight Yeah, for
five minutes. In other professional
sports, players are ejected, suspended
and fmed for things that wouldn't
even be called "roughing" in theNHL.
I'm not saying fighting should be
removed from the game. On the contrary, I freely admit thatoneofmy all
time favorite Blues was Dwight
"Sconan the Barbarian" Schofield.
S inee the F1 yers proved they could
dominate without an abundance of
talent, the game has been forever
changed . I say there's nothing wrong

with that; goons are good for the game.
A team with minimal talent can still
draw in the fans and make money by
playing a physical game. It's exciting
to watch Todd Ewen square off with
Joey Kocur. The game wouldn't be
the same without it
Instead of denying the popularity
and drawing power offights, theNHL
should take advantage of it. Maybe
they could stage a boxing tournament
featuring the leagues toughest enforcers during the All Star break skills
competition. They could sell highlight videos of the best fights of the
year. The reputation of the league
wouldn't be lessened. They look more
foolish now playing their silly charade.

"SUrpassed her 1000th
;point against Pittsburg
State '
.

J. "Usa is a .player who
.works extremely hard
and wants to win at all
"
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SCOREBOARD
Rivermen:
Riverwomen:
UMSL 99, MO Southern 83
UMSL 77, Pittsburg State 71

UMSL89, MO Southern 88
UMSL82, Pittsburg State 76

Rivermen Baseball:
UMSL 1, North Alabama 2
UMSL 2, North Alabama 3

I

)

WHAT'S NEXT
Rivermen And Women Basketball
Feb. 23: UMSLvs Washburn U;Women 5:30, Men 7:30
Feb. 25: Rivennen vs STU-Edwardsville; 7:30
Feb. 27 Rivennen vs Norhtwest Mo.; 7:30
"'Dates printed in 60Ccf are f/.Orne games.
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SENATE from page
awarded to UM-St Louis for its outstanding participation in Partners For
Progress. Touhill traveled to Tucson,
Ariz. on Feb. 2 of this year to accept
the award.
"It really was a wonderful event
and I want to thank all the people on
this campus. It was a gigantic effort on
the part of all our faculty and all the
people who played a role in the program."
She also announced that the GovemorofMissourihasrecommendeda
budget., which for practical purposes, .
means no money for the University of
Missouri.
"Unfortunately, this does mean
that we will not have enough money
for any raises in salary for faculty,"
said Touhill.
. Donald Phares, vice chancellor for
Budgeting, Planning and Institutional
Research, reported on the different
projects and bills that different organizations are trying to pass for funds
for the use of rugher education.
Phares, representing the Budget
and Planning Committee, said that he
does not think there has been a year in
recent hls tory , perhaps ever, during

SGA from page 1
which so much attention has been search for a new chancellor is ongoing. Chancellor candidate James
given to higher education.
Vicki Sauter, business adminis- Hefner, of Jackson State University
tration, reported that over Christmas . in Mississippi. was to be interviewed .
break, the sprinkler system in the on Feb. 26-27, but he withdrew from
Thomas Jefferson Library broke, the race to run for president of
flooding parts of the library. No books Tennesse State University. Thomas
were lost and Facilities Management George, of Buffalo State University
was there to handle it. Because of the in New York and Touhill are the
system breaking, they found some remaining candidates.
On a lighter side, University Proother defects in the system.
gram
Board announced that their
"[Those defects], which have
TGIF
series
will kick offon Friday,
since been fixed, caused the library,
Feb.
22.UPB
will present''Funnyoone
unknowingly, to be without fire proon
Tour"
with
"Happy" Cole at 7 p.m.
tection during the winter," said Sauter.
in
the
Summit
Lounge. Admission
Sauter also reported that librarians
will be $2 at the door. The March 22
on all four campuses are currently reexamining automation at the librar- TGIF will be a carnival.
Mirthday is set for Apri124. Apies, considering updating or replacing
plications
for booths are available in
the Lumin computer system and other
the
SGA
office.
Any organization can
things to support the library's needs.
sign
up
for
a
booth,
the cost is free.
The Senate then discussed
Any
money
the
organization
makes is
whether or not the chair of the Senate
theirs
to keep.
should be a faculty member. Also, a
For the social committee, Julie
resolution to the current bylaws was
Schwartz
announced an idea for
that the chancellor give the chair a
Homecoming.
Schwartz suggested
one-on-one teaching load as well as
an 11 month contract
using Mark Twain as a Casino/rec
The Senate voted on these issues
and both were passed unanimously.
from page 1
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FEATURING

"HAPPY" COLE
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 22 AT 7 PM IN THE
SUMMIT LOUNGE, UNIVERSITY CENTER
ONLY $2 AT THE DOOR
SPONSORED BY

THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
BOARD

I'm Here
When You Need M e

CIRRUS.

The Autontatic Teller
Nor;;'.ndy II~k Cu.tQmers, get your application at the facjlity in University Canter ~r c; it UI at
5555. If you ".ve ·youraccountatanotherbank, yourATM card can be used atthe machine in University Center If It hal a BankMa1e or Cirrus symbol on it.

383·
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IlmIlUllldl;Badi
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

383-5555

Member FDIC'
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Neqrsi hted?

~

RK C+~angeU ,t e Way I See.

•I

The ,inconvenlj3nce of glasses and contact lenses was part of
my life for years, Because of my extremely poor viSion, I simply
couldn't function without them .

J

I · ..

Hampton South: 962·3653
Midtown: 946·4900

I went to . Harry Egglest,on, M.D,; -to find out about" Radial
Keratotomy after I realizj3d how handicap·ped I was. As a nurse
and mother, good vision was critical on a day-to·day basis and
particularly in case of emergencies either at work or at home,
When it came to sports .and recreation, I worrIed about not
being .able to see while sailing o(swimming.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

.

,f

-

Are you a candidale?- ·
.
Join the _more than 750,000 ni'eri and women who have had
Radi.al Keralo~omy surgery and yo~'11 see yourse.'f in a new way.
For a free sC'teentng to determine If you' re~ candIdate or for a
complimentary lJooklet, ca-I,I ,
,
..
- '

NO'GLASSES AFTER 31 YEARS

Becky Vallcoff, R.N.

_::;:"~' S",g.~
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,, ~

Harr.y Eggleston, M.D., F.A.C.S,
Sl. John's Mercy Ooclors Bull.ding.
621 S. New Ballas, Tower A
Suite 228, Creve Coeur, MO 63141
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861-1100 or TOLL
FREE. 1-800-872-4090
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EAGLE EYE CARE

i

Before
Surgery

. ) had my RK done at EAGLE EYECAAE overflve years ago, The
!n·offlcesurgery took about 20 minutes, and I was back at work
within three daY$, I've been seeing 20120 without glasses or
contacts ever since, . .
.

Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
,During the non-snow off season the U,S, Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks , That's right"":'
20 polUlds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U,S, Ski Team , Normal eneriY
is maintained (very imporiant!) while reducing, You keep "full" - no srarvation
- because the diet is designed that way, It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you wor~ travel or stay at home.
This is, hQnestly. a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the U.s.
Women's Ski Team woUldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same bieak the U,S, Ski Team gets, Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U,S. Women's Ski
Team Diet That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today; Tear this out asa reminder.
. Send only $10,00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SlImQuik, P,O, Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, lD 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two ·weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990
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St . Charles: 72~·1200
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good as Steinhoff rut a three pointer
with 5:07 left in the game. Steinhoff
led the team in scoring with 30 points
as the Riverwomen prevailed to a 8276 win over the Gorillas.

"If an untimely pregnancy presentS a penonaJ crisis in your life, , ,
let us help you!"
.
.
FREE n;:ST-Caii detect pregnancy 10 days aftcr it begin'!
Profeuio...1Counsding &: Assi".n.-•. All ScrviCfi Fr.. &: Confidential

Brentwood: 962-5300

the 2S seats available to students an~
announced that elections are on March
12-13. The next SGA meeting will
be March 17.
.
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B-BALL from page 7

LET US HEL'P·,YOU
fill#i .IMMEDIATE RESULTS

IES

.

tive Services Laurence Schlereth requesting that they re-think what they
had done.
He said he does understand SGA's
frustration and he is thankful for the
concern of all the parties involved.
"I personally would like to extend
my appreciation for their second
thoughts," Rochester said.
Edwards said that the court simply
had to see what was best for everyone.
"The other justices and I felt that
the best bet would be to let everybody
have their funds back, revise the constitution, and make sure from now on
they follow it more closely instead of
just picking out what they do and
don't want to follow when it suits
them," Edwards said.
Pruzhansky said that the Student
Court even felt that the goal was accomplished, when the people found
out their budget was frozen.
"When it comes to [an
organization's] money, they are
scared, " Pruzhansky said. "Notrung
else scares them. Therefor if their
money is in trouble, then they are
willing to do anythirig. Next year they
are going to be very scared not to
attend the meetings," she said.

violations, incorrigibility, behavior
injurious, truancy, and running away.
In each urban circuit, 50 cases
from each offense were looked at, and
in the rural areas 25 cases or as many
as possible, from each of the three
offenses,from both black youths and
white youths.
"Obviously the concern here, is to
look separately at how black and white
youths are processed," Kempf said.
"We're unable, in Our report, to
say anything about how children are
brought to juvenile court, we know
that most of the kids are referred ... ,
but we don't know how the police
decide to bring in a youth and not
bring in ayouth, we can't say anything
about that, and that's certainly something we had to contend with, and
might be an issue for juvenile justice.
What we wanted to know is, once the
kids got here, how were they handled?"
Kempf said.
One of the major findings was that
the rural courts processed more tflan
half of their youths informally, while
the urban courts only processed about
one-fourth of their you ths informall y.
Informal processing means that a
juvenile officer makes all the decisions and informally supervises the
child, without involving any court
hearing.
"Informal supervision is a fancy
word for driving them [kids] around
in a pickup truck in December when
they're truant from school," Decker
said. "Paragraph therapy was, I think,
the most predominant form of informal supervision."
The recommendations included
stricter regulations for juvenile officers, a better system of hiring to assure
adequate representation of black p0lice officers, and mandatory cultural
sensitization training for juvenile officers.
"There is some evidence in our
survey that harsher attitudes toward
punishment for juveniles were held
by our black respondents, when compared to our white respondents,"
Decker said.

In announcements during the
meeting, Mike Horton, chair of the
University Senate Student Election
com~~, told the ~mbly about

THIS MONTH'S T.G.I.F...

FUNDS

YOUTHS from page 1
showed that the rate of black arrests
was rugher, but no racial prejudice
could be identified as the reason for
higher rates of arrest
"The literature examining the role
of race and discrimination is volumi'nous, an interest in the topic extends
over several decades, researchers have
attempted to examine the extent to
which race and other non-legal variables impact upon the.processing of
juvenile offenders," Bing said.
For the study the group selected
the eight of 44 juvenile cowts in Missouri with the highest percentage of
black youths. 1be eight circuits chosen represent about % percent of the
black youth in Missouri, and each of
the eight circuits had at least five
percent ofa blackjuvenile population.
St Louis City ranked highest with a
black youth population of 61 percent
There were 43,073 cases in those
eight circuits over those two years,
with an almost 50-50 break between
black and white youths.
Hispanics, and other minority
groups were not studied, only the processing between black and white
youths. .
"We're working with just a blackwrute difference," said Kempf.
A youth is usually referred by the
police, parents, teachers or other
agents. A youth can have more that
one offense on one referral, and can
have more than one referral.
Thepercentofblackyouthsamong
the referrals was rugher than the percent of actual black youths. It was
higher in every circuit represented.
This sttldy looked at referrals from
1987-88. Kempf said they agreed that
they didn't want to look at all the case
fIles that had been referred during 8788.
"We wanted to set up a sampling
frame and sample within categories in
each of these eight circuits," said
Kempf.
·
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·OffeIl:ses include status offenses,
misdemeanors, and felonies.
': Status offenses include curfew

.-'
night. With the upper balconies as
casino's and the pool, gym and other
facilities available for use the whole
nighL '.
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